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Abstract: New rural financial institutions play an important role in promoting rural economic development and improving rural financial services, and become an important force in rural financial supply. Although there are conflicts of interests between new rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions in terms of customer resources and business operation, there are broad space for cooperation in the fields of capital, information and technology. Our study introduces a kind of effective fair mechanism, through the establishment of a new type of rural financial institutions and the traditional cooperative game model of rural financial institutions, explore the strategy choice between both sides, and from the decrease of the cost of cooperation, create a revenue increment, coordinate earnings ratio in different Angle is put forward, such as promote long-term and stable cooperation strategy recommendations.

1. Introduction

New rural financial institutions play an important role in promoting rural economic development and upgrading rural financial services, and become an important force in rural financial supply. Although there are conflicts of interest between the new rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions in terms of customer resources and business operations, there is a broad space for cooperation in the fields of capital, information and technology. Rural financial products have certain characteristics of public goods. Therefore, in the game of rural financial institutions, the behavior of participants has a strong positive externality. Since the contribution of rural financial institutions will also bring lower returns, such behavior will lead to the mutiny of all participants, which is a "social dilemma of public goods." Our research introduces an effective fairness mechanism. By establishing a cooperative game model between new rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions, we explore strategic choices between the two parties, and reduce cooperation costs, create revenue increments, and coordinate the proportion of revenue. And other different angles put forward strategic proposals to promote long-term stable cooperation between the two sides.

Rural finance is the central link of the modern rural economy. It is an important force for comprehensively deepening rural reforms and accelerating agricultural modernization. It is a strong support under the new normal of "stable growth, structural adjustment, reform, and benefit for the people". At present, rural finance is still a weak node of China's entire financial system. Rural financial markets have problems such as insufficient financial supply and lagging financial service concepts, which have seriously affected the sustainable development of rural economy. China has adopted the "stock-based" reform model, and through the development of new rural financial institutions such as village banks and small loan companies, to some extent, it has solved the problems of imbalanced rural financial development and prominent contradiction between supply and demand. According to the latest data of the Banking Regulatory Commission, as of July 2017, 1,563 new rural financial institutions have been established nationwide, including 1,502 rural banks, 13 loan companies, and 48 rural mutual funds. Generally speaking, the new rural financial institutions have become the financial force for serving the “Issues of agriculture, farmer and rural
area” and small and micro enterprises. Although the development of new rural financial institutions is rapid, due to the externality of capital, the profit-seeking nature of enterprises and the high risk of rural loans, the new rural financial institutions inevitably have a tendency of target shift in the development process. Traditional rural financial institutions represented by the Agricultural Bank of China and rural credit cooperatives have also failed to play their role in serving the “Issues of agriculture, farmer and rural area” issues. On the one hand, the withdrawal of commercial banking outlets from rural areas has led to a lack of comprehensive rural financial services; on the other hand, rural credit cooperatives have gradually become market-oriented under the market economic system, and the strength of serving “agriculture, rural areas and farmers” is obviously insufficient; Due to limited customer resources, the phenomenon of competition between the new rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions has affected the development of “agriculture, rural areas and farmers” and small and micro enterprises. However, the new rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions also have their own irreplaceable advantages. How to realize the complementary advantages of the new rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions and achieve mutual benefit and win-win situation is an important problem in the current development of rural finance.

2. Business Relationship and Game Process

2.1. Business relationship analysis

New rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions serve farmers or rural small and micro enterprises, using monetary credit as their main business, realizing the social value of rural financial institutions through financial supply and financial services, and at the same time obtaining profits to achieve sustainable management. However, the two sides also have the relationship of mutually beneficial cooperation and horizontal competition. New rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions provide financial services to local farmers and enterprises in specific rural areas. Since the customer resources in a specific area are limited, there must be competition. Competition issues in customer resources. At the same time, the two sides also have the possibility of cooperation. The new rural financial institutions are basically the same as the traditional rural financial institutions in terms of customer positioning and product business, but there are differences in operating modes, risk protection, business processes and social image. Therefore, how to learn from each other's strengths and mutual benefits is a problem that both sides need to consider and solve. Compared with traditional rural financial institutions, new rural financial institutions have comparative advantages in terms of information, geography and business costs. Traditional rural financial institutions have rich experience in serving “agriculture, rural areas and farmers”, have high visibility and credibility in rural areas, and have a long-term customer base. The cooperation between the two sides can achieve complementary advantages and achieve a win-win situation. New financial institutions can rely on the good reputation, capital, and technology support of traditional rural financial institutions to expand their influence. Traditional rural financial institutions, through the establishment of business platforms with new financial institutions, and the use of their flexible operating mechanisms, high efficiency of decision-making, and information, channels and other help, to launch special products and services that can meet the rural financial market.

2.2. Analysis of the game process

It is assumed that the participants of the game, the new rural financial institutions and the traditional rural financial institutions are rational people and will make decisions to maximize their own interests under given conditions. There are two strategic choices for new rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions: cooperation and competition. Cooperation means that the participants of the game have a positive attitude towards the expected benefits of the cooperation, and are willing to bear the risks brought by the cooperation, thus cutting the business
with conflicts of interest, clarifying the division of business and business scope, and investing in product innovation. Competition means that the participants of the game hold a conservative attitude towards the expected return of the cooperation, that is, they cannot clarify the inputs and outputs of the cooperation, are unwilling to bear the risks brought by the cooperation, or have disputes over the expected distribution of the proceeds of the cooperation. Therefore, the existing business conditions are always maintained. Therefore, if the new rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions choose a collaborative strategy, then the two sides will gain incremental synergy; if one of them chooses to cooperate and the other chooses competition, the partner will lose, and the competitor will produce Loss of cooperative credit and reputation; if both parties adopt a competitive strategy, they will each maintain normal returns. Therefore, cooperation with the players in the game means a trade-off between input and income.

In the context of public goods game (PGG), each player contributes an amount to a common pool. The total contribution will be multiplied by a factor and split evenly among all players. PGG is an important and widespread representation of group interactions [1], it plays an important role in a wide range of clusters, including the management of rural public goods [2,3,4,5], the voluntary contribution of social public goods [6,7,8,9], and the supply of international public goods [10,11,12,13,14,15]. It is necessary to study the stable supply of public goods.

Everyone chooses to cooperate is the phenomenon called collective rationality, where player’s utility level must be higher than what this player gains when no one cooperates [16]. However, given the characteristic attributes of public goods, a rational player will defect in the process of maximizing utility level. Consequently, the cooperators will die. In this situation, individual rationality conflicts with those of the cluster. PGG is called the “three social dilemmas” with Prison’s dilemma and Tragedy of the Commons [17]. However, the cooperator is actually ubiquitous [18]. The vast majority of experiments [19,20] show that individuals will invest about 50% of their initial endowments in one-off experiments, if the number of trials is not one, the final input is also not zero, obviously. Thus, market regulation must be continued, which is called intangible hand, apart from using a “tangible hand” to enable direct intervention [21,22].

2.3. Analysis of the cooperative relationship under the fairness mechanism

In this mechanism, cooperators can punish defectors by paying the cost, $C$, together. The penalty paid individually by the defector is $\delta$. The new input of cooperator is $q'_c = 1 + \frac{C}{n_c}$, and defector’s is $q'_d = \delta$. Of course, if no cooperator or defector exists, punishment does not exist. While punishment is implemented, we can determine that $0 < n_c < n$. To simplify the formula, set

$$g = (1-\delta)n_c + C.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

We analyze the average and variance of total input as follows:

$$\mu' = \frac{1}{n} \left[ \frac{1+\frac{C}{n_c}}{n_c} n_c + \frac{\delta n_d}{n} \right] = \frac{1}{n} \left[ (1-\delta)n_c + C + \delta \right] = \frac{g}{n} + \delta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\sigma'^2 = \frac{n_c \left( 1+\frac{C}{n_c} - \frac{g}{n} - \delta \right)^2 + n_d \left( \delta - \frac{g}{n} - \delta \right)^2}{n^2} = g' \left( \frac{n-n_c}{n^2 n_c} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\mu'$ and $\sigma'^2$ are respectively the average and variance of total input when the cooperator punishes the defector. We analyze the fairness utilities of cooperator and defector based on (4).

$$U_c = k_c (\mu - q - 1) \sigma^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
\[ U'_c = k_3 (\mu' - q'_c - 1)(\sigma')^2 = -k_2 g^2 \frac{(n-n_c)^2}{n'n'_c} - k_2 g^2 \frac{n-n_c}{n'n'_c} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ U'_d = k_3 (\mu' - q'_d - 1)(\sigma')^2 = k_2 g^2 \frac{n-n_c}{n'n'_c} - k_2 g^2 \frac{n-n_c}{n'n'_c} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Based on these equations, we can determine the total utilities of the cooperator and defector, respectively, as follows:

\[ U_c = \left[ \frac{k_1 n_c}{n} - \left(1 + \frac{C}{n_c}\right) \right] - k_2 g^2 \frac{(n-n_c)^2}{n'n'_c} - k_2 g^2 \frac{n-n_c}{n'n'_c} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[ U_d = \left( \frac{k_1 n_c}{n} - \delta \right) + k_2 g^2 \frac{n-n_c}{n'n'_c} - k_2 g^2 \frac{n-n_c}{n'n'_c} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The final decision of each player is the decision of the highest utility level. One’s utility is decided by all variables. Thus, our paper forms this function, \( F = U'_c - U'_d \), where \( F \) is the simplification of \( F(C; \delta; \delta; n_c; k_1; k_2) \). Accordingly, we can determine a better strategy through the positive and negative of \( F \).

\[ F = U'_c - U'_d = \left(1 - \delta + \frac{C}{n_c}\right) + k_2 (\mu' - q'_c - 1)(\sigma')^2 - k_2 (\mu' - q'_d - 1)(\sigma')^2 = -\frac{g}{n_c} - k_2 \frac{g}{n_c} (\sigma')^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

We obtain that \( F \) and \( g \) have the opposite positive and negative values. There, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) play a key role in solving the dilemma, but they can serve as an arbitrary value, which are determined by the attributes of cluster and players. \( n \) represents the scale of cluster, which will enlarge when utility of all players are positive, but, if there is a utility that is negative, the scale will shrink. In addition, \( n_c \) will obviously change with the change in player’s strategy. Thus, complex analysis is expected in this problem. At this time, \( C \) and \( \delta \) can be decided by authority. Their values should be taken within a reasonable range, which cannot stunt the development of cluster and should promote the emergence of cooperation. Relatively, let us first analyze \( C \) and \( \delta \) as follows:

Hence, it is obvious that

\[ \frac{\partial F}{\partial C} = -\frac{1}{n_c} - 3k_2 g^2 \frac{n-n_c}{n'n'_c} < 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

\[ \frac{\partial F}{\partial \delta} = 1 + 3k_2 g^2 \frac{n-n_c}{n'n'_c} > 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

When other variables are constant, \( F \) and \( C \) are negatively related, and the correlation between \( F \) and \( \delta \) is positive. Thus, \( F \) and \( g \) are negatively related as well.

Based on this finding, we start to investigate \( C \) and \( \delta \) and define a new variable \( A \).

If the values of \( C \) and \( \delta \) make \( \frac{C}{n}+1 \geq \delta \), it must be \( \frac{C}{n}+1 \geq \delta \). No matter what value \( n_c \) takes, the input of cooperator \( (q'_c = 1 + \frac{C}{n_c}) \) must not be less than defector’s \( (q'_d = \delta) \), which makes \( g \geq 0 \) and \( F \leq 0 \). Therefore, the total utility level of the cooperator cannot be higher whether or not punishment is implemented. Such phenomenon is a social dilemma. This result reveals that punitive cost is excessive, or the penalties are extremely low to form cooperation. Thus, their values are unreasonable, it should be \( \frac{C}{n}+1-\delta = \frac{C+n(1-\delta)}{n} < 0 \). Also, we could know \( 1-\delta < 0 \), if not, this inequation cannot be logical.

We can obtain \( C+n(1-\delta) < 0 < C+0(1-\delta) \) by combining the nature of \( C \) and \( \delta \). Then, we can
determine the existence of $A$, whose range is 0 to $n$, to make \( C + A(1-\delta) = 0 \). We can also say that
\[
A = \frac{C}{\delta - 1}
\]

3. Suggestions

New rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions should base their cooperation on different organizational characteristics and comparative advantages to reduce the cooperation costs of both parties. In this regard, the new rural financial institutions should give full play to the regional advantages of local financial institutions and the information advantages close to farmers, focusing on providing targeted financial services for farmers and rural small and micro enterprises. Optimize the guarantee method and repayment method, and gradually establish and improve the regular credit risk assessment system and the credit cycle incentive system. Traditional rural financial institutions should provide large-scale, industrial chain financial services for middle- and high-end rural customers, and support rural characteristic industries in the form of packaged loans and joint loans.

The new rural financial institutions should cooperate with traditional rural financial institutions based on agricultural banks to develop financial products and services that can meet the reasonable needs of local customers, and jointly promote standardized insurance, wealth management, guarantees and other products and services. In response to the characteristics of the rural credit market, the participants in the industrial chain, commodity circulation and service provision were deeply explored, and the mutual funds, logistics and information were used to explore market opportunities, and a financial product suitable for the rural market was set up.

New rural financial institutions and traditional rural financial institutions will face the credit risks of rural customer groups and the systemic risks of agricultural industries. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen the cooperation. Management of operational risks, credit risks and legal risks, and the proportion of cooperation revenues recognized based on the risks assumed during the cooperation process.
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